The "Becoming" of Pinocchio: The Liminal Nature of Collodi's Boy-Toy To raise the topic of toys coming to life, there is no avoiding the boy made of wood. Carlo Collodi's The Adventures of Pinocchio 1 (written between July 1881 and January 1883) is not only part of this tradition of animated toy narratives, but it is, arguably, the story of a child's toy coming to life 2 (Perella 1). However, despite Pinocchio's continued popularity as a figure and as a subject of study, Collodi's text has not been fully discussed in terms of how such an animated boy-toy is, for almost the entirety of the story, not endowed with life. He is never actually alive, or living, in a human sense. Instead, Pinocchio's existence occupies a specific liminal space in between being an inanimate object and a living subject. Collodi's creation is, in fact, the articulation of an uncanny bildungsroman that is actually experienced through and in tangible material rather than human development.
Through their narratives, many animated toys in general, 3 and Pinocchio in particular, often articulate a threshold state that is neither filled exclusively with human qualities nor with only the object itself at the same time that it is filled with both. This liminal existence, although familiar in some toy narratives, is a type of neither/nor/both state that animated things (objects that appear to be living) can often occupy. However, what is unique about Collodi's story, is that the narrative focuses on the period between Pinocchio's being a piece of wood and being a human-the two states of being an object and being a boy bookend the journey, but are not part of the journey itself-the journey is actually about the becoming. 4 To write about the animation of toys is to engage with the cultural expectations of what that animation looks like and the fact that such animation is often associated with the phrase and, therefore, the idea of toys "coming to life." And it is that "coming," that movement from one state of being (toy, object) to another state of being (human, liv- The "Becoming" of Pinocchio: The Liminal Nature of ing) which not only reinforces the idea that the animated plaything occupies a liminal state that is temporary and thus not permanent, but also reinforces the idea that such a liminal state looks human. Collodi's The Adventures of Pinocchio seems to be the emblematic work of a such a "coming to life" narrative because it presents the object (wood) to subject (boy) liminal period as a "betwixt and between" as the toy-boy moves from one state to the next. The liminality suggested to be present in Pinocchio and for Pinocchio is similar to and informed by cultural anthropologist Victor Turner and his articulation of cultural spaces of liminality in his work The Forest of Symbols: Aspects of Ndembu Ritual. In that work, Turner observed that "our basic model of society is that of a 'structure of positions'" or "states," and yet, between those states, those culturally recognized structures, there is also "a period of margin or 'liminality'" which is "an interstructural situation" (93). 5 He explored how in the rituals of some societies (as the title of the work indicates, he focused on the Ndembu tribe in central Africa), one can locate or name this "liminal period" during particular times in individuals' lives (in this case during initiation rites). For this essay, the space that this puppet/boy occupies (as being both singly and collectively the object and subject) is also a state of a Turner-type "betwixt and between" identity that corresponds to his ideas of liminality and interstructurality (97). The movement then, of the object to subject transformation, is viewed as a temporary space and not a state in which the puppet stays fixed. Nevertheless, that is the space in which the reader is directed to stay fixated.
Furthermore, the vast majority of Pinocchio's story is a type of "coming of age" or bildungsroman story for material culture, but the comparison becomes problematic when the liminal phase becomes permanent-and does it not become permanent when the entire narrative is about that liminality? Does it not become permanent when this space is the only period in which the reader experiences Pinocchio? In other words, Pinocchio's story is about the singular moment of being both object and subject-not one or the other. It is the uncanny moment, to quote Freud, when "the boundary between fantasy and reality is blurred" (150). Indeed, an argument may be made that many "coming of age" or bildungsroman narratives similarly focus or even freeze on the coming aspect of their characters and not on the earlier state of, perhaps, childhood or the later stage of adulthood. However, as will be argued throughout this essay, it is in Pinocchio's particular state of in-between-ness in which there is also that quality of thingness which does not exist in the exclusively human spaces of childhood, adolescence, or adulthood.
The Four "Becomings" in Pinocchio's Liminality
To trace out the nuances of how Pinocchio functions in this narrative, four distinct definitions of the word "becoming" will be addressed. As an adjective, it is defined as " [b] efitting, suitable, having graceful fitness," "that which is befitting or proper; decorum," and "that which is coming into existence" ("becoming, adj."). As a noun, the key definition of "becoming" is " [a] coming to be, a passing into a state" ("becoming, n.").
becoming, adj: "[b]efitting, suitable, having graceful fitness"
and "that which is befitting or proper, decorum"
For example, in terms of the first definition of the word ("[b] efitting, suitable, having graceful fitness"), Pinocchio is not very becoming at all as his adventures and misadventures reveal him, for the majority of the text, to not fit into the human world of order and civility ("becoming, adj."). In other words, his behavior is not becoming of a proper boy. Nicolas J. Perella writes, in his introduction to the translation of The Adventures of Pinocchio 6 that the desire that Pinocchio has to become a "real" boy is actually:
. . . his wish to become a ragazzo perbene, that is, a "proper" or "true" boy in the sense of an authentic, flesh-and-blood boy, to be sure, but also a well-behaved, obedient boy of the kind the puppet, at this point, seems to have proved himself capable of being; for the Italian expression actually refers to respectability and conformity to a polite or "civilized" social code. (18) Perella is referencing a specific moment in the story when the Blue Fairy believes that Pinocchio is ready to be rewarded and have his wish of physical transformation granted, but then he is unable to continue to act becomingly because he runs off to the mischief of Funland rather than staying in school. Nor does Pinocchio have a sense of the becoming ("that which is befitting or proper; decorum") because there are things he deliberately wants (a home, a family, food in his wooden belly), but he does not act logically or properly in order to be able to achieve these goals (he runs away, he steals, he is careless with money) ("becoming, adj."). Yet, throughout the story, he does note to himself that he is not behaving as he should and is, further, not becoming in terms of the aforementioned definition: "'The Talking Cricket was really right, then. If I hadn't run away and if my father were here now, I wouldn't be starving to death. Oh! What an awful sickness hunger is!'" (Collodi 117).
becoming, adj: "that which is coming into existence"
Pinocchio is, however, somewhat becoming ("that which is coming into existence") because the first three chapters, are, after all, about how that piece of wood moved from object to the seemingly in-between state of being a puppet ("becoming, adj."). And then, again, there is a repeat transformation as the puppet comes into existence as a boy in the final chapter. However, this becoming, this coming into existence, only applies to the transformation of the material body into another body as one physical form becomes another. This transformation, however, does not apply to the materialization from nothingness to somethingness. In other words, to come into existence is to imply there was once a nonexistence and, in the instance of Pinocchio, that is not the case. The story implies that the boy existed even prior to the puppet being carved by Geppetto's hands. Pinocchio seems to have always been present: I don't know how it came about, but the fact of the matter is that one fine day this piece of wood turned up in the workshop of an old carpenter whose name was Master Anthony although everyone called him Master Cherry. . . .
As soon as Master Cherry saw the piece of wood he was overjoyed, and rubbing his hands with satisfaction he muttered in a low voice: "This piece of wood has turned up at the right time: I think I'll use it to make a table leg."
Without further ado he quickly grasped his sharpened hatchet so as to begin to remove the bark and whittle the wood down. But just as he was about to strike the first blow he stopped, with his arm raised high, because he heard a thin little voice say pleadingly:
"Don't hit me so hard!" Imagine how startled good old Master Cherry was. (Collodi 83) Master Cherry must have been startled indeed because Pinocchio's existence, if tied into Judeo-Christian ideas of soul and spirit, was present even before that piece of wood was shaped into anything useful like a table leg or puppet. In fact, the narrator notes that he does not even "know how it [the wood] came about, but the fact of the matter is that one fine day this piece of wood turned up in the workshop" (83). Clearly the spirit of Pinocchio, never mind that piece of wood, seems to have been present prior to being recognized or even heard from by Master Cherry. The boy existed in the wood even before it was carved to resemble or behave like a child. Interestingly, the name "Geppetto" is a nickname (although a rare one) for the name "Giuseppe" or "Joseph" (according to Perella's sixth endnote), which further connects Pinocchio to an unknown and possibly ever-present origin because, like the biblical Joseph, Geppetto is not the actual father, but only the human father figure (Collodi 476) . And yet, this spirit seems to possess no clear origins of father or form-the spirit is still that of a boy. After all, Master Cherry acknowledged that it, the wood (an object without "a living soul"), cried out like a child (a subject that does have a soul), "But where could that little voice that said 'Ouch!' have come from? . . . I mean, there's not a living soul here. Could it by chance be that this piece of wood has learned how to cry and complain like a child?" (87). This becoming (again, defined as: "that which is coming into existence"), however, works in a provocative way if one considers Pinocchio's material transformation in terms of Karl Marx's idea of commodity fetishism ("becoming, adj."). In volume one, chapter three, of Capital, Marx writes:
A commodity appears at first sight an extremely obvious, trivial thing. But its analysis brings out that it is a very strange thing, abounding in metaphysical subtleties and theological niceties. So far as it is a use-value, there is nothing mysterious about it, whether we consider it from the point of view that by its properties it satisfies human needs, or that it first takes on these properties as the product of human labor. It is absolutely clear that, by his activity, man changes the forms of the materials of nature in such a way as to make them useful to him. The form of wood, for instance, is altered if a table is made out of it. Nevertheless the table continues to be wood, an ordinary, sensuous thing. But as soon as it emerges as a commodity, it changes into a thing that transcends sensuousness. It not only stands with its feet on the ground but, in relation to all other commodities, it stands on its head, and evolves out of its wooden brain grotesque ideas, far more wonderful than if it were to begin dancing of its own free will. A number of critics have made the connection between Marx's table and the puppet's anthropomophization as an example of commodity fetishism 7 as Pinocchio represents the full articulation of what happens when the wooden brain of a table acts on its own ideas. One could even make an argument that Pinocchio's infamous wooden nose is the most literal example of the wooden brain "dancing of its own free will" (Marx 164 ). Marx is noting, however, that when trivial things become commodities then they also become something beyond physical or "sensual;" they are changed into something transcendent. Marx is addressing how commodity fetishism is born out of a breakdown in social relations where the use-value of a thing is not the same as the value of that thing when it is bought, sold, exchanged, or traded. In other words, once a thing becomes a commodity, it is no longer only valued for its practical purposes. It also becomes valued as a currency which may then usurp and transcend its initial value to the point where, for example, a table becomes so divorced from its use-value that it becomes powerful and autonomous.
This type of autonomy becomes, or "comes into existence," through the literal body of Pinocchio. Marx argues that to fetishize the value of something well beyond its use-value is to give the commodity so much power that it becomes wholly independent of its origins of labor and a thing unto itself. The boy-toy becomes, in a sense, the animation of that fetishization and, again, his nose the synecdoche of that fetishization. Pinocchio is first meant to be a product of human labor (a table leg) made from an object (wood) to satisfy a basic need (hold up a table). When Geppetto enters Master Cherry's workshop, his request not only quickly turns that piece of wood into a commodity, but also into a entity which quite literally "stands on its head, and evolves out of its wooden brain grotesque ideas, far more wonderful than if it were to begin dancing of its own free will" (Marx 163-64):
[Geppetto] "This morning an idea popped into my head." [Master Cherry] "Let's hear it." "I thought of making myself a fine wooden puppet; but a wonderful puppet who can dance, and fence, and make daredevil leaps. I intend to travel around the world with this puppet so as to earn my crust of bread and a glass of wine. What do you think about it?" (Collodi 89) Furthermore, even in terms of word choice, as Perella notes, Pinocchio was intended to be used as a means to make money for Geppetto:
. . .when not Pinocchio but Geppetto is marched off to jail, the wood carver can only stammer:
"'Wicked child! And to think that I worked so hard to make him into a nice puppet!'" Intentionally or not, Geppetto's utterance is particularly if ambiguously revelatory. The well-known derogatory connotations of puppet, of course, are intended to apply to Pinocchio, especially the strong Italian connotation of burattino as one whose actual words and deeds contradict his professed beliefs so that he seems to act without any moral sense of his behavior, much like an undisciplined child. Significantly, in the nineteenth century ragazzo (child) was used interchangeably with burattino in idioms expressing just this idea in connection with adults. Moreover, burattino was used to connote someone who is so lacking in will or opinions that his movements are regulated by someone else, as in the case of real puppets. From out of his poverty and his patriarchal vision, this is just what Geppetto wanted-a son who would be a puppet in his service. (Perella 49) It is important to note that the American cultural Pinocchio, thanks to the 1940 Disney film, indicates that what the piece of wood was formed into (a puppet) was meant to satisfy Geppetto's human desire for love and companionship. However, as presented in the original story and even in word choice, that piece of wood was not intended to become a son, but to become a classic piece of Marxian commodity.
Therefore, Pinocchio does, in a sense, encapsulate this definition of becoming because he came into existence as a material form that was formed from nature in order to be used and valued as a commodity by its creator, Geppetto. Yet, there is still the voice, the boy's cry, the fact that when handed over from Master Cherry to Geppetto, "the piece of wood gave a strong jolt, and, bolting suddenly out of his hands, banged against the thin and shriveled shins of poor Geppetto" (93). There was an intangible spirit, a disembodied voice, before there was a wooden body from which that voice could come forth from. Marx claims that as soon as wood emerges as a commodity, that table, "it changes into a thing which transcends sensuousness," but Pinocchio was a thing of transcendence before he was located in the wood or the body of a puppet . In addition, Marx would argue that the becoming of Pinocchio occurred when he became a useful thing, but, despite Geppetto's initial intentions, Pinocchio quickly proved to be of little economic value and Geppetto still kept him. In fact, in addition to caring about his "son," Geppetto also sacrificed for him. He gave Pinocchio his meager breakfast, sold his threadbare jacket to buy the boy-toy a spelling book that Pinocchio promptly sold to go to a puppet show, and was sent off to prison because Pinocchio's poor behavior made others think that he was being mistreated at home: Some said one thing; some said another. "Poor puppet," some said, "he's right not to want to go home. Who knows how that awful Geppetto would beat him!" (105) It is, in fact, Pinocchio who first announced that he should attend school, become educated, and later earn an income: "I promise," said the puppet, sobbing, "that from now on I'll be good."
"All children, when they want something, say the same thing," replied Geppetto.
"I promise that I'll go to school, I'll study and make you proud of me." "All children, when they want something, repeat the same story." (131) And talking to himself, he [Pinocchio] said: Today, at school, I'll learn how to read right away, tomorrow I'll learn how to write, and the day after tomorrow I'll learn arithmetic. Then with my skill I'll makes lots of money and with the first money that I get in my pocket I'll buy my father a beautiful woolen jacket. But what am I talking about, wool? I'll get him one all of silver and gold, with diamond buttons. And the poor man really deserves it, because, after all, in order to buy me books and have me educated he's left in shirt sleeves . . . in the middle of winter! Only fathers are capable of such sacrifices. (137) However, Pinocchio, as puppet, the initial intended commodity, only becomes a human boy when he finally "earns" the transformation by earning a living. Although there are great heroic moments in the story (rescuing Geppetto, sacrificing himself for another puppet, saving a drowning dog that was pursuing him), these acts are not the acts that reveal him to be "good" and worthy of becoming human. He is finally rewarded with life when, one night, "instead of staying up until ten o'clock, [he] stayed up working until after midnight; and instead of making eight baskets, he made sixteen" (457). In other words, he only became human when he not only becomes a cog in the machinery of labor and commodification, but also when his body returns to being a tool of labor (a maker of baskets) rather than a commodified entity (a puppet who can "dance, and fence, and make daredevil leaps") (89).
becoming, noun: "[a] coming to be, a passing into a state"
Finally, there is the definition of becoming as " [a] coming to be, a passing into a state" ("becoming, n."). It is this becoming which Pinocchio most fully satisfies because his "coming to be" is about his existence in a liminal state. As mentioned earlier, the arc of this story does not focus on Pinocchio as feisty piece of wood (the state of being an object) or smooth-skinned boy (the state of being human), but on the state that appears to exist between those two other periods. As addressed earlier, this narrative presents the object (wood) to subject (boy) liminal period as a Turner-type "betwixt and between" as Pinocchio moves from one state to the next. Nevertheless, one may argue that adolescence or "coming of age" narratives, like the state of animated toy liminality, do have seemingly similar "betwixt and between" moments where one can be neither/nor/both (in terms of being child and/or adult). However, these human moments greatly differ from the object in transition precisely because the state of adolescence, "coming of age" narratives, or even the bildungsroman genre are only engaging with and addressing other living human states of being.
Pinocchio's Uncanny Material Bildungsroman
Even so, the "movement" that is taking place between states in Collodi's liminal bildungsroman can, to a degree, be perceived to mirror a similar movement or growth that takes places in traditional formation stories. In both material and traditional bildungsromans, the narrative is a temporary space and not a state in which a protagonist (Pinocchio or otherwise) stays fixed although a reader is directed to stay fixated on it. However, to repeat, what is central in the structure of Collodi's story is that this space where the reader is directed to stay fixated is an uncanny and wholly unfamiliar liminal one. In addition, a significant difference between a traditional bildungsroman narrative and a bildungsroman for material culture is that the "interstructural situation" or liminal space for a thing can itself be made permanent (Turner 93) . This ability to be permanent in the liminal state is a crucial aspect of thing in-between-ness that this story reflects. Almost the entirety of Pinocchio's narrative is being this liminal boy-toy and there is a real possibility of permanence in this state that is not mirrored in adolescence or traditional bildungsroman narratives because humans cannot stop actual growth or time.
This aspect of the material bildungsroman is also what may invoke a feeling of uncanniness for the reader, a feeling that a traditional bildungsroman does not typically produce. Freud, through his discussion of E.T.A. Hoffman's short work "The Sandman," begins by claiming that the most familiar experience of the uncanny is when one is frightened by the unfamiliarity or untrustability of what was once familiar. Part of the feeling of the uncanny clearly also has to be Ernst Jentsch's foundational definition of the term: the doubting as to whether a lifeless object might be, in fact, animate (Freud 125) . If Pinocchio is unable to behave like a proper boy, there is the threat that he could forever remain this boy-toy. And the text plays not only with this situational uncanniness, but there is also uncanniness in the constant and consistent instability as to whether and when Pinocchio is identified as a boy or a toy.
This feeling of uncanniness arises from the fact that the state of being an animated toy can also be a collapsing and disruption of living (human) and non-living (object) states into a single moment of being neither, nor, and/or both. Consider, for example how this story captures this relationship of states in the following line: "That puppet there is a disobedient child who will make his poor father die of heartbreak" (199) . In a single sentence, Pinocchio's identity is collapsed into being both nonliving object ("[t]hat puppet") and living subject ("disobedient child"), but he is also shown to be neither. As is stressed throughout the narrative, he is a puppet because he is disobedient. Once he is obedient then he is promised to become a boy and, yet, to be disobedient is also to be a child because he is called a child when he is misbehaving. Furthermore, when he does behave, even for long stretches of time, he still stays a puppet. The same contradictory and circular logic may also be used for one in adolescence (being at once neither/nor/both child and adult), but that experience is not necessarily new for the reader and certainly not jarring. Furthermore, how Pinocchio experiences the neither/nor/both is uncanny because it is a state that the living cannot occupy; the reader cannot encompasses the quality of being an object as Pinocchio can.
False Death and Non-Death in and for "Pinocchio"
In The Adventures of Pinocchio and Pinocchio, aside from object to human, the other dominant image of the neither/nor/both quality of animated toy liminality is found in the relationship of living to dead. And it is this dominant image that causes many critics to relate Pinocchio's adventures to aspects of resurrection, of death and rebirth. David L. Russell in his "Pinocchio and the Child-Hero's Quest" writes that Collodi "drew on the well of the human spirit and created a tale of rebirth and regeneration. Pinocchio is filled with references to dying and resurrection, and many critics have seen in Pinocchio's adventures echoes of the classic descent into Hell, by which purgation the puppet may finally be transformed into a real boy" (204).
Later, in that same article, Russell engages with Joseph Campbell who wrote the article "The Hero with a Thousand Faces," a piece which describes this children's story as "a powerful retelling of the hero's mythic journey to atonement" (203). Russell writes that Campbell quotes Ananda K. Coomaraswamy as stating:
"No creature can attain a higher grade of nature without ceasing to exist." And Campbell adds, "Indeed, the physical body of the hero may be actually slain, dismembered, and scattered over the land or sea." In fact, Pinocchio's body is destroyed (or transformed, which is a kind of destruction followed by a re-creation) more than once. In the beginning his feet are burned off (to be replaced by new ones made by his doting father); he is later hanged until nearly dead by the "assassins" (to be rescued by the blue-haired Child); his nose frequently undergoes transformation (to be finally pecked off by a thousand woodpeckers). His trials continue as he is nearly fried as a fish; he is transformed into a donkey and then restored to his original self by a school of fish who devour the donkey flesh; and at last he is transformed from a wooden puppet into a living boy. (207) This reading as well as the seemingly constant images of rebirth may appear to negate the possibility that Pinocchio is in any sort of permanent state. However, these representations of being born again, of experiencing the circular movement of birth to death, can also be read as a permanent becoming, a permanent "coming into existence" without there being the actual being in existence due to the fact that many characters do not enter that cycle of life and death. More to the point, although the story has many depictions of death, very few characters or creatures ever actually die, and it is that element of thingness that prevents real death from occurring and so continues to hold many of these creatures in an existence of material liminality. Most, if not all, of the characters are on the brink of dying or appear to die, but never actually do. Therefore, because a thing may be both object and human, in this liminal state, it can also be both dead and alive. And it is that collapsing which is represented in this quality of false deaths as that collapsing becomes a permanent state of dying or becoming dead. The Talking Cricket, for example, is killed when Pinocchio hurls a mallet at it in chapter four, but it reappears in chapter 16 as one of the doctors discussing the state of Pinocchio's aliveness without anyone addressing what occurred in the earlier chapter. In chapter 11, Pinocchio's puppet friend, Harlequin, is almost thrown into the Fire-Eater's fire, but is rescued just in the nick of time. The Cat and Fox, although called "The Assassins," never kill anyone although they do come close to being killed themselves and to killing Pinocchio by hanging him from a tree branch. A school boy who is hit in the temple with a book exclaims, "Oh, mother, help . . . I'm dying!" and appears to be dead, but turns out to be fine (Collodi 305) . A vicious dog, Alidoro, almost drowns in chapter 28. Even the egg that Pinocchio finds on top of a rubbish pile, which he hopes to eat, turns out to be, when cracked open, a living bird:
But instead of the white of the egg and the yolk, a little chick all perky and ceremonious jumped out and, making a fine bow, said:
"A thousand thanks, Signor Pinocchio, for saving me the trouble of breaking the shell. Bye, bye, for now, keep well, and best regards to all at home." (Collodi 115) And Geppetto, one of the few all-human characters in the book, is always on the verge of death due to his age, starvation, imprisonment, encounters with the elements and nature, and the fact of being swallowed whole by a whale. And he, indeed, survives all of this. In addition, at the end of the story, when the Fairy finally turns good Pinocchio into a boy, old Geppetto becomes "sound, sprightly, and cheerful as in former days" (Collodi 459 ). This turning back of the clock is divine intervention because, for all intents and purposes, Geppetto is a human working toward inevitable death, and it is only the Fairy's magical ways and some luck which usurp that destiny thus far.
And then there is the Fairy herself, who, when first presented as the Little Girl with blue hair in chapter 15, is described with: a face as white as a wax image who, without moving her lips at all, said in a voice that seemed to come from the world beyond: "There is nobody in this house. They are all dead." "Well, then you at least open up for me!" cried Pinocchio, weeping and imploring.
"I am dead, too." (Collodi 183) This very scene depicts the Fairy/Little Girl as a figure who is in the liminal state of in-between-ness because even in this introduction one can recognize that she is not any more dead than she is alive. In fact, throughout the rest of the story her physical presence continues to age and play with movements toward and away from death. She is presented as a mother, an old woman, "a pretty little goat" (Collodi 417) , and again, in the last chapter, when the snail claims that the Fairy "lies bedridden in the hospital" (Collodi 455 Pinocchio pleads for her resurrection, but her only rebirth is a reappearance in the text. There is no indication that she actually ever died or came back to life, but only that she took on different forms. When Pinocchio finds her again, in chapters 24 and 25, she is a kindly older woman and no longer in the form of the Little Girl and her supposed death is never addressed. As she states:
"Do you remember? When you left me, I was a little girl, and now you find me a woman, such a grown-up woman that I could almost be your mother." (Collodi 283) Not only then has the Fairy proved herself to be ever present, but in different guises; she is also presented as having a collapsed relationship with Pinocchio. Sometimes mother, sometimes sister, sometimes neither-that seemingly contradictory space of neither/nor/both is also a quality of a subject/object liminal existence.
Returning to the idea of false death in this work, one could argue that the text itself has a real death and then a true resurrection. University of Chicago's Rebecca West, a professor of Italian literature, sums up the history of the text's own rebirth in the online notes to her class "The Persistent Puppet: Pinocchio's Heirs in Contemporary Fiction and Film."
The first 15 chapters of the unified book are made up of these pieces, and in the last of them Pinocchio is hanged and dies. Collodi killed off his character evidently with no intent of resurrecting him, but the editor of the Giornale per i bambini pleaded with him to continue the very popular story, so in 1882 and into 1883 Collodi published piecemeal "Le avventure di Pinocchio," which became chapters 16 to 36 of the book. (West) Of course, it could also be argued that the story of Pinocchio really never ends or dies as it is fixed in our cultural memory and continues to be rewritten, extended, and influential on a vast collection of other works.
8 Even Collodi himself could not let Pinocchio truly die:
There was further continuation of a sort in another serialized story called "Pipì o lo scimmottino color di rosa" (Pipi the little pink monkey), which Collodi published in the same children's magazine from 1883 to 1885, and in which there is a wealthy, obedient little boy named Alfredo, who seems to be the boy Pinocchio became after his transformation from wooden puppet to human being. It is not the good Alfredo who has been remembered and whose story has been endlessly retold, however, but rather the naughty willful Pinocchio who gets himself into one bad fix after another. (West) And in the case of the literary Pinocchio, his "life" as a puppet is constantly at risk. His feet are burned off, he is almost used as kindling, he is thrown into a frying pan to be fried like a fish, birds peck away at his Freudian nose, he is hanged from the great oak tree, he gets trapped in an animal trap, and almost drowns twice, but Pinocchio is always rescued in the nick of time, rescues himself, or just never dies. With the abundance of biblical references in this text, it is impossible to ignore the images of resurrection as echoes of Christ's rising, but also present is the Christian idea of spirit or soul which reinforces the idea of there being a constant presence no matter the shape or form of the corporal body. Just as Pinocchio (or his voice) was "present" in Master Cherry's wood even before it was shaped into a table leg or puppet, he is permanently present whether or not he is visibly seen by us or by other characters such as a guard dog or a "puppet-fish" or a real human boy (Collodi 323) .
In addition, because of the neither/nor/both quality of being both an object and subject, Pinocchio is not only ever present or ever living, but he is forever dead. Consider the rhetoric used in the following passage which occurs after Pinocchio has been hung from a tree and should be, if human, dead:
At this invitation the Raven, coming forward first, felt Pinocchio's pulse, then he felt his nose, then the little toe of each foot; and when he had felt all over thoroughly, he solemnly pronounced these words:
"In my opinion, the puppet is good and dead; but if, by some misfortune, he should not be dead, then it would be a sure indication that he is still alive."
The "Becoming" of Pinocchio: The Liminal Nature of "I am sorry," said the Owl, "to have to contradict my illustrious friend and colleague, the Raven. For me, on the contrary, the puppet is still alive; but if, by some misfortune, he should not be alive, then it would be an indication that he is indeed dead." (197) Both the Raven and the Owl are correct in their observations. They are saying the same thing at the same time that they are saying the opposite; Pinocchio is as much alive as he is dead and as dead as he is alive. The looking-glass-like wordplay here is a mimetic perversion which highlights the state of the animated toy and what the adventures of this toy-boy point to: Pinocchio can be both alive or dead (to use human states of being) or be working or not working (to use object states of being) at the same time that he may be human and object at the same time ("the puppet is still alive"). In the larger, overarching state of toy liminality, there is no contradiction in being both living and dead, human and object, or any other combination of states of being. The fact is that the story of Pinocchio's adventures (stringless and trouble-filled) is something richer and more complicated than a moment of transition. Yes, this particular tale is a bildungsroman of sorts, but not a human one. It is a uniquely material liminal space where seemingly opposing states may exist although not always comfortably or logically. Pinocchio can be as much dead as he is alive in not only equal parts, but also in varying degrees. He can also be neither alive nor dead since he is also an object, a thing, and because of that quality can then too occupy spaces that have nothing to do with human states of being. This threshold experience is the umbrella state, however, in which all these seemingly opposing states can and do exist.
The description of Pinocchio returning to his puppet form after being a donkey perfectly articulates this quality of liminality or how all of these tensions between living and dead, working and not working, human and object can exist together as well as how these tensions can take on a type of permanence. Although depicted as if Pinocchio is literally transformed into an animal, piece by piece (first the donkey ears, then the rest of his body, then his voice into a bray), his return to the puppet form is not a rebirth or resurrection, but more of an uncovering because this physical change is depicted as if "the real" him was always inside of that other form: As I was saying, then, as soon as my good Fairy saw me in danger of drowning, she quickly sent an immense shoal of fish around me; and they, taking me truly for a dead donkey, began to eat me up. And what huge bites they took! I would never have thought that fish were greedier than boys. Some ate ears, some ate my muzzle, some my neck and mane, some the skin of my legs, some the coat of my back; and among them there was a little fish who was so amiable that he even went so far as to eat my tail. . . . Anyway, the fact is that when the fish had finished eating all that donkey bark that covered me from head to foot, they naturally came to the bone, or rather to the wood; because, as you can see, I'm made of especially hard wood. But after taking just a few bites, those greedy fish soon discovered that wood wasn't meant for their teeth, and disgusted by such indigestible food they went off, some one way, some another way, without even looking back to thank me. And there you have the explanation of how it was that when you pulled in the rope you found a live puppet instead of a dead donkey. Life and death and the state of being a living creature are clearly captured in this scene. It is an animal drowning, made of flesh and hair and ears that were not given to Pinocchio as a mask or costume to wear, but he literally developed into this creature down to the loss of speech and the gain of a bray. The fact that he is in danger of drowning as well as the consumption of his flesh by other living creatures clearly plays with the human states of living and dead. He is on the verge of dying because of this situation and he would have died had it not been for the element of being a thing. The reason that he does not actually die is that he is not, in fact, a living thing although he can obviously appear to be living and thus also appear to be dying. His wood body, although described as morphing into a donkey body was, in fact, permanently present within the animal hide. It was no rebirth or resurrection but rather a recovery to form. In that same sense, his spirit or essence or Pinocchioness is unceasing whether it is inside the skin of an animal, the belly of a whale, the bark of a piece of wood, or inside a lively "handsome boy with chestnut brown hair and light blue eyes" at the story's conclusion (Collodi 459) . Much like the constant images and references to fire which are threatening to a thing made of wood, they are just, well, blowing smoke because aside from the burning of feet, Pinocchio is never engulfed in (real or metaphorical) flames and reborn, like a phoenix or a Christ figure. In fact, although there is an abundance of fire in the story, there is also much water with the wealth of rain, possible drownings, sea creatures, and mud. It is as if the dangers of these two elements cancel one another out. Pinocchio cannot be killed in the human way (hanging, drowning) and he cannot be killed the way wood would be destroyed (fire). He is a thing in the liminal state and there is a type of object immortality in that state, a permanence, because he is neither as well as he is both human and object. His "close calls" are false starts into moving into that next stage, death.
And although this passage may appear to be negating the state of living as a place where Pinocchio can really exist because of his quality of thingness, this same passage also returns and reclaims Pinocchio to the state of living. As he explains to the circus Manager who pulls him out of the ocean, "And there you have the explanation of how it was that when you pulled in the rope you found a live puppet instead of a dead donkey" (Collodi 415) . Although the description of the drowning seems to be about a taking away or a negation of what Pinocchio is not (he is not a living thing because he cannot be drowned, he cannot be eaten like animal flesh), there is a reclaiming of actually also living because what came out of the water was "a live puppet" and not just an animal corpse. In fact, this swapping out of what is identified with what state points to the complication and perversion of assignments that take place in such a state of liminality. What came forth from the water (living puppet = life, dead donkey = object) was not the same assignment of which is object and which is life that went into the ocean (wooden toy = object, live animal = life). Now it is the corpse that is object and the toy that is subject, and, yet, at one time, they were one thing.
In addition, although there are characters who look to be dead (the Little Girl, the rabbits who are as "black as ink, carrying a small coffin on their shoulders") or seem to have been actually killed (Pinocchio by hanging, Geppetto by whale), out of the book's many characters there are only a few who, in fact, experience death (Collodi 205) . In chapter 12, because the Fox and Cat are attempting to dupe Pinocchio out of five gold coins, a white Blackbird interrupts with a warning to Pinocchio and tells him not to listen to the "advice of bad companions" or he'll live to regret it (Collodi 161) . However, with a leap, the Cat catches and devours the Blackbird, "feathers and all" and after the Cat has eaten him: and wiped his mouth, the Cat closed his eyes again and began once more to pretend that he was blind as before.
"Poor Blackbird," said Pinocchio to the Cat, "why did you treat him so badly?" "I did it to teach him a lesson. Now the next time he'll know better than to stick his beak into other people's affairs." (Collodi 161) The Blackbird appears to be the first actual death in the text and he does not, in fact, reappear in the story unlike the Talking Cricket, but the Cat's response seems to indicate that his return is possible as if this devouring was not an actual death. The "next time" is not necessarily a reincarnation as another bird or being, but just the next time that this bird returns.
In chapter 20, Pinocchio meets "a large Serpent stretched out across the road. It had green skin, fiery eyes, and a pointed tail that smoked like a chimney stack (Collodi 235) . The Serpent (yet another biblical reference as well as one to fire) keeps Pinocchio at bay. Yet, after three hours of watching, and once the Serpent's eyes are no longer glowing and the tail is no longer smoking, Pinocchio approaches it. Pinocchio thinks it to be dead because the Serpent does not respond to the toyboy's inquiry as to whether he could cross the road on his way to the Fairy's house:
He waited for some sign of an answer to this request, but no answer came. On the contrary, the Serpent, who until then had seemed active and full of life, became motionless and rather stiff. His eyes closed and his tail stopped smoking.
"Can he really be dead?" said Pinocchio, rubbing his hands together with glee. (Collodi 237) Another apparent death until Pinocchio tries to cross the road. Then the Serpent shoots up and surprises Pinocchio who then falls backward and lands with his head in the mud. At the sight of this, "the Serpent was seized with such a fit of laughter that he laughed and laughed and laughed until, from the strain of too much laughing, he burst a blood vessel in his chest; and then he really died" (Collodi 239 ). Finally, a real death. But the death is of a character introduced only five pages earlier and a character who eerily echoes the biblical snake/Satan which seems to suggest it had to die for the story's, at times, heavy-handed dogmatic intentions.
In the following chapter, chapter 21, Pinocchio becomes a watchdog and feels "more dead than alive" as he crouches in the cold and abandoned doghouse (Collodi 245) . The peasant who has caught Pinocchio also makes reference to the fact that Pinocchio is taking the place of his deceased dog, Melampus, by explaining, "since the dog that kept watch for me at night died today, you'll take his place right away. You'll be my watchdog" (Collodi 245) . Pinocchio is, of course, eventually freed of this duty when he catches four martens in the peasant's chicken coop. And so the only death here is Melampus's, but it is one that occurs off-stage and not in the action of the story, and is only referred to in order to set this aspect of the plot into motion.
There is, however, one very real and important death in this work: the death of Lampwick. This boy, the "laziest and the most roguish boy in the whole school," is the one who, on the eve of Pinocchio becoming a boy, in chapter 30, tempts Pinocchio away with the promises of Funland (Collodi 347) . The friends run off to the debauchery and pandemonium of Funland, but after five months both are turned into donkeys. Lampwick is bought by "a peasant whose jackass had died the day before" (an echo of Pinocchio's turn as a watchdog, perhaps) and Pinocchio is sold to a circus (Collodi 389) . What is striking is that in the detailing of what becomes of these donkeys, the narrator asserts himself by speaking in first person: "What befell Lampwick, I don't know. But I do know that Pinocchio, from the very start, fell into a life of extremely harsh and abusive treatment" (Collodi 389) . Although there is the occasional "my dear" or "little readers," the narrator rarely makes his presence known in the text. His announcement here of personally not knowing what became of Lampwick seems to stress the fact that this is something that would be important to the reader and something the reader would want to an answer to. Perhaps because the readers of this story are children, like Lampwick, the claim to not know what become of him is a type of grounding in the reality of who the audience is and with whom they might identify. Something had to happen to Lampwick because, like them, he is real. He is a real boy and therefore immune to the fantastical fates of fairies, talking animals, and animated toys. Nevertheless, the reader does, in fact, learn what befalls Lampwick. In the last chapter of the story, when Pinocchio is proving himself through manual labor and is given the job of turning a windlass 9 in order to earn a glass of milk, he again meets Lampwick, who used to turn that same wooden device: "Until now, I've had my donkey do this job of turning the windlass," the market gardener said; "but today that poor creature is near death." "Will you take me to see him?" said Pinocchio. "Gladly." As soon as Pinocchio went into the stable, he saw a fine little donkey stretched out on the straw, worn out from hunger and too much work. After he had looked long and hard at him, he became troubled and said to himself:
"Surely I know this little donkey! He looks familiar to me." And bending down to him, he asked him in the Asinine dialect: "Who are you?" At this question the donkey opened his dying eyes and stammered in the same dialect: "I'm La-amp-wi-ck." Then he shut his eyes again and died. "Oh, poor Lampwick!" said Pinocchio softly. And picking up a handful of straw, he wiped away a tear that was rolling down his cheek. (Collodi 451) Lampwick's life, as foreshadowed in his name, had to burn out, had to end. Unlike Pinocchio, Lampwick's donkey hide is as real as his living body and no school of fish can eat away the hide or uncover any other hidden form. Lampwick is a real real boy who not only misbehaved, but is also on the path toward death because he is real. There is no permanent becoming for a human boy because he can only be exclusively dead or living. He never has the real possibility of being both as well as neither. A human boy cannot stay fixed in such a way. A real boy must, eventually, be a grown man. A real boy must, eventually, die.
Pinocchio's Conclusion
And Pinocchio, at the story's conclusion, finally also becomes a human boy. That spirit that was once found in an object is now located in an exclusively human body. The story ends with the following exchange between the human Pinocchio and Geppetto:
"And the old Pinocchio of wood, where could he have gone to hide?" "There he is over there," answered Geppetto; and he pointed to a large puppet propped against a chair, its head turned to one side, its arms dangling, and its legs crossed and folded in the middle so that it was a wonder that it stood up at all.
Pinocchio turned and looked at it; and after he had looked at it for a while, he said to himself with great deal of satisfaction: "How funny I was when I was a puppet! And how glad I am now that I've become a proper boy!" (Collodi 461) Finally, Pinocchio, no longer in the threshold state, is then also no longer in the state of permanently becoming and so the story concludes. He has finally become something, a proper boy. Pinocchio has also now, physically, become separated from the form that permitted him to occupy a space where the relationship between object and human as being one of neither/nor/both existed. He is now about to begin a journey through exclusively human states (and so, perhaps, begin a traditional bildungsroman) as he is no longer caught in object/human liminality (or a thing bildungsroman).
Finally, it is also worth acknowledging the limitations of Pinocchio's story in representing the liminal state. First, his journey does have superficial similarities to a true adolescence, a transitional stage that encompasses both the earlier stage as well as the approaching one. This story is about the becoming and forming of an identity and then, finally, being that identity. And, in terms of this animated toy story, the journey also has a strictly linear relationship between the states. It is about an improvement, working toward a goal, and moving from one stage to the next in order to reach the ultimate prize-being a human boy.
Furthermore, not only is Pinocchio the bratty adolescent who is selfcentered and breaks social rules in the overarching narrative structure of the book, but also he proves himself to be just as much of a teenager in small moments in the plot. His father, Geppetto, is, already in chapter three, frustrated with Pinocchio's antics and is even addresses him as a child: "Scamp of a child, you aren't even finished and you're already beginning to lack respect for your father! That's bad, my boy, bad!" (101). Nicolas J. Perella, in his introduction, also notes the toy's adolescent-like struggle: "Pinocchio as orphan, the child's ambivalent feelings toward his parents, and the tension between asserting independence and the recognition of being, perhaps even the desire to be, dependent" (42). In term of narrative genres, Pinocchio's tale does embrace traditional aspects of the bildungsroman because it is a story focused on the education and maturation of Pinocchio as he develops and learns what it means to be a boy or, more precisely, to be human and what he will have to do and/or accept to reach that next stage of development.
In addition, at the conclusion of Collodi's tale, aside from discarding the material bildungsroman and embracing a return to the values of the more traditional form, the anxiety of the uncanniness of the story is also resolved by making Pinocchio human, a recognizable state to the reader. And to remove the experience of the uncanny is then to remove Pinocchio from the state of an object since there is no longer any question as to his identity or "aliveness." Bill Brown, in his essay "Reification, Reanimation and the American Uncanny," notes that, although Freud's essay has been used in psychoanalysis to discuss the way in which the threat of danger is what gets repressed, what is important is that the "uncanny emerges from an individual's confrontation with the otherness/sameness of others, with the other's 'automatonity' that 'shows itself as a form of the skeptical problem concerning the existence of (what Anglo-American philosophy calls) other minds '" (198) . Yet, that sense of the unfamiliar, the questioning of animation, and the concern of the existence of otherness is, in many ways, lost here in the last pages of the book despite the fact that the story begins with and revels in that very experience of the uncanny in Master Cherry's workshop. When the story concludes, the reader is no longer asked to engage with his or her questions about Pinocchio's animation because the narration resolves it for us. And although the book delves deeply into the fantastical with talking animals, transmogrification, and fairies, it does not move away from its initial uncanniness of a thing coming to life because it never fully separates itself from the anxiety and flux in the familiarity/unfamiliarity of Pinocchio's identity and experience. But then, at the end of the story, any lingering sense of uncanniness is decided by the return to a firm and literal physical separation as to what is real and what is not in the description as well as in the well known final illustration. 10 In the image, the boy Pinocchio stands tall and almost haughtily with his left arm akimbo as his right hand points to the small puppet who is leaning propped up against a chair with his limbs hanging loose, his legs awkwardly crossed, and his head dropped. The puppet is standing as an actual unanimated puppet. This conclusion leaves nothing for the reader to question as we literally see the puppet next to the boy, and we have that scene described after boy Pinocchio, himself, wonders if there is anything left hidden.
At the end of the story, when Pinocchio finally fully turns into a boy, even Geppetto shows no signs of that initial uncanniness he experienced at the beginning of the work. In fact, it is Geppetto who easily answers Pinocchio's question of "what's the cause of this sudden change?" Geppetto responds with the statement that "this sudden change in our house is all your doing. . . . Because when children go from bad to good, they have the power of making things take on a bright new look inside within their families too" .
Interestingly, it is the Disney film, and not the original text, which maintains a level of uncanniness in its conclusion. In that version, Pinocchio's transformation is presented as a magical and mystical one that we see occur in one space, on one form, and without a visual or verbal description that presents an extrication of new (human) from old (object) forms. In a sense, the Disney depiction of the change from puppet form to boy form is an echo of the transformation Pinocchio made, in the original text, from puppet to donkey and back again. As in the donkey passage, the film version collapses and blurs those two states and leaves the question open as to whether under that pink flesh there too may be the hard wood of a tree. Pinocchio's filmic transformation distorts fantasy and reality and permits the viewer to still question what Pinocchio could really be, and what "being alive" actually means. In a sense, this scene in the Disney film creates a final burst of unrest and uncanniness because the way the transformation is depicted makes the audience aware that we do not and cannot know what happened to the wooden object body. Did it disappear? Is it hidden? Does it even exist anymore? And if so, where? On the other hand, when the literary Pinocchio becomes human, the story leaves material liminality entirely. This conclusion does not express the permanency, collapsibility, and uncanniness of this liminal state in the way that the Disney version appears to. Instead, Collodi's Pinocchio mirrors the arc of a coming of age narrative in terms of presenting the animated object as coming to the conclusion of his only in-between period and not continuing to exist within it.
Pinocchio, despite the fact that he is assigned many labels (piece of wood, puppet, boy, marionette, child) is certainly never called liminal. However, both Pinocchio the character and the text are liminal, in a number of ways, including the in-between space that the boy-toy occupies for the majority of his literary journey. It is a space not easily understood since, within it, there seems to be a constant tension between opposing states: that of being both object and human, living and dead, permanent and fleeting. A permanent space of becoming and being, this space of tension is not unique to Pinocchio. However, if one is to begin to talk about animated toys, one cannot avoid this iconic character. This boy-toy is not merely a puppet. He also embodies a complex and profound material liminality that is still very much present in our literature and culture.
Notes
Thank you to Ashley Hogan of Meredith College and the two anonymous Children's Literature readers for their helpful and insightful comments.
1
The title of the book is Le Avventure di Pinocchio, in the original Italian, but I will be discussing the work as read in translation. The following passage from Carol Mavor's Becoming: The Photographs of Clementina, Viscountess Hawarden (1999) was the initial text to draw my attention to the nuances of the word "becoming": "We animate the image and we become animated: fire, stirred, kindled, cheered, heartened, quickened, vivified, brightened, buoyed. We do not touch the photographs. We do not touch each other. It is as if I (we) had words instead of fingers, or fingers at the tip of my (our) words. That is just it. The erotic, as Barthes feels it and others who know the jouissance (the delicious ambiguity of a slowly rushing orgasmic pleasure and an ungenital pleasure at once) of reading, of looking, of teaching, yes and 'of being.' Coming. Becoming" (Mavor xxviii). Ritual (1967) , that "[b]y 'state' I mean here 'a relatively fixed or stable condition' and would include in its meaning such social constancies as legal status, profession, office or calling, rank or degree. I hold it to designate also the condition of a person as determined by his culturally recognized degree of maturation as when one speaks of 'the married or single state' or the 'state of infancy.' The term 'state' may also be applied to ecological conditions, or to the physical, mental or emotional condition in which a person or group may be found at a particular time. A man may thus be in a state of good or bad health; a society in a state of war or peace or a state of famine or of plenty. State, in short, is a more inclusive concept than status or office and refers to any type of stable or recurrent condition that is culturally recognized" (93) (94) Pinocchio asks on our behalf, "What's a windlass?" / "It's that wooden device that's used for drawing up water from the cistern to water the vegetables" (Collodi 449 ).
